
Spectral structure of laser light scattering revisited:
bandwidths of nonresonant scattering lidars

Chiao-Yao She

It is well known that scattering lidars, i.e., Mie, aerosol-wind, Rayleigh, high-spectral-resolution,
molecular-wind, rotational Raman, and vibrational Raman lidars, are workhorses for probing atmo-
spheric properties, including the backscatter ratio, aerosol extinction coefficient, temperature, pressure,
density, and winds. The spectral structure of molecular scattering ~strength and bandwidth! and its
constituent spectra associated with Rayleigh and vibrational Raman scattering are reviewed. Revisit-
ing the correct name by distinguishing Cabannes scattering from Rayleigh scattering, and sharpening the
definition of each scattering component in the Rayleigh scattering spectrum, the review allows a sys-
tematic, logical, and useful comparison in strength and bandwidth between each scattering component
and in receiver bandwidths ~for both nighttime and daytime operation! between the various scattering
lidars for atmospheric sensing. © 2001 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

Application of the procedure of laser light scattering
has led to a number of powerful lidar instruments for
remote sensing of the atmosphere. As is well
known, atmospheric information can be retrieved
from two factors in the lidar equation: backscatter-
ing and extinction. When the laser frequency is far
from an absorption line of atmospheric constituents,
the scattering process is nonresonant. The returned
signal then consists of Rayleigh scattering and vibra-
tion Raman scattering from molecules as well as Mie
scattering from aerosol and clouds. With appropri-
ate spectral filters these scattering components can
be separated. The detection of individual compo-
nents gives rise to Rayleigh lidar, Raman lidar, and
Mie lidar. Although not well known to the physics
community in general and to the lidar community in
particular, a spectral structure exists in Rayleigh
scattered light: a Doppler-broadened central peak,
called the Cabannes line, and sidebands that are due
to ~pure! rotational Raman scattering. Cabannes1

predicted the intensity and polarization of the center
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peak, and Cabannes and Rocard gave the relative
intensities of the unshifted central peak and the
shifted pure rotational Raman sidebands. Proper
disentanglement and detection of the signal from
these scattering processes give rise to high-spectral-
resolution lidar ~HSRL! and rotational Raman lidar,
respectively. In this context we refer to Rayleigh
lidar as a device that receives signals from both Ca-
bannes and ~pure! rotational Raman scattering.

In practice it is often difficult to separate various
scattering components. In addition to scattering
from aerosol and clouds, a Mie lidar often detects
molecular ~Rayleigh and vibrational Raman! scatter-
ng as well, but in circumstances of interest the latter
s often negligible by comparison. On the other
and, a Rayleigh lidar for temperature measure-
ents usually contains Mie scattering from aerosol,

hus limiting its effectiveness to altitudes above3 ;30
m. The need to reject a Mie-scattering signal for
tmospheric temperature profiling at lower altitudes
rought rotational Raman lidar ~RRL! and HSRL

into being.
Doppler wind lidar measures motion-induced

Doppler shift for determining the line-of-sight wind
velocity. Since the Doppler shift is very small, 40
MHz ~2 MHz! for a 10-mys wind at 0.5 mm ~10 mm!,
only a narrow-band system can be used to detect the
fractional shift in the Doppler-broadened Cabannes
spectrum. Unfortunately, this process is often in-
correctly referred to in the literature as detecting a
Doppler shift of Rayleigh ~or a Rayleigh–Brillouin!
0 September 2001 y Vol. 40, No. 27 y APPLIED OPTICS 4875
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spectrum. As mentioned the Rayleigh-scattering
spectrum consists of the Cabannes line and rotational
Raman sidebands. At 0.5 mm the widths of the Ca-
bannes line and Rayleigh spectrum are, respectively,
2.5 GHz and 200 cm21. A 40-MHz shift amounts to
approximately 7 3 1029 of the width of the Rayleigh-
cattering spectrum; it is not detectable by current
nstrumentation. In a high-density gas or con-
ensed matter, the Cabannes line splits into a triplet
esulting from entropy ~a narrower central peak! and

pressure ~Brillouin-shifted Stokes and anti-Stokes
lines! fluctuations. This triplet is termed the
Rayleigh–Brillouin spectrum, again incorrectly, be-
cause it was not possible in Lord Rayleigh’s time to
resolve the Cabannes line from rotational sidebands
as pointed out by Young,4 let alone the triplet within
he Cabannes line. Obviously one should not use
he term Rayleigh scattering for both the central
eak that is due to entropy fluctuations ~,1 GHz

wide! and the entire Rayleigh spectrum ~.100 cm21

wide!, which in liquids consists of the triplet of fluc-
tuation scattering and hindered rotational Raman
scattering ~often referred to as Rayleigh-wing scat-
ering5 in the literature, again incorrectly!.

When the laser frequency approaches an absorp-
tion line of an atmospheric constituent, the scattering
cross section in the near-resonance condition is sig-
nificantly enhanced. Resonance Raman lidar6 takes
dvantage of this enhancement, providing an effec-
ive means for the detection of trace species in the
tmosphere. When the laser frequency is close
nough to induce absorption, fluorescence often fol-
ows; the resonance ~Rayleigh and Raman! scattering
rocess then becomes the process of laser-induced
uorescence.7 Although the polarization properties

of these two processes differ, both their scattering
cross sections are orders of magnitude larger than
those of their nonresonant counterparts. Differen-
tial absorption lidar depends on the comparison be-
tween extinction coefficients resulting from the
difference in the absorption coefficient between on-
and off-resonance frequencies of a selected minor spe-
cies.8 Since the on-resonance-induced fluorescence
is often quenched in the atmosphere, the returned
lidar signal is mainly due to off-resonance backscat-
tering from the majority species, giving differential
absorption lidar an earlier ~perhaps more appropri-
ate! name, differential absorption and scattering li-
dar. Owing to the overwhelming enhancement in
cross section, resonance fluorescence lidar should be
a powerful tool for detecting the concentration of
minor species and indirectly for measuring atmo-
spheric-state parameters. Unfortunately, quench-
ing resulting from collisions with nitrogen and
oxygen molecules has rendered this process useless
in the lower atmosphere. The anticipated power of
fluorescence lidar can be realized and has been in-
deed demonstrated in the mesopause region for at-
mospheric dynamics studies9 as well as for species
detection in seawater andyor plants.10 However,
these studies are beyond the scope of this paper.

The purpose of this paper is, on the one hand, to
876 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 40, No. 27 y 20 September 2001
revisit the spectral structure of the nonresonant
light-scattering processes, thereby calling attention
of the lidar community to the different bandwidths
associated with individual features in the light-
scattering spectrum and advocating use of the correct
definition and the name of each molecular-scattering
component. On the other hand, in this paper I ex-
plicitly state the bandwidth and strength of each
scattering component employed by a specific lidar
measurement, thereby sharpening its definition and
comparing the relative merits as well as difficulties
associated with each nonresonant-scattering lidar
technique used for atmospheric parameter measure-
ments. No information presented below is new.
Most of it was, however, presented piecemeal in the
literature with different emphases. As the lidar
technology matures and lidar measurements increas-
ingly depend on narrow-band systems, I believe that
there is a need for a concise, physically based descrip-
tion of the bandwidth and of the preferred ~or histor-
ically correct! naming for each component of the
atmospheric light-scattering spectrum to advance the
conceptual understanding and to sharpen the rela-
tionship and relative merits between various scatter-
ing lidars in different atmospheric conditions. It is
hoped that this paper serves such a need.

2. Spectrum of Light Scattering by Major Species in
the Atmosphere

It is well known that when excited off resonance, an
atom in the ground state ~spherically symmetric! at
est scatters light elastically. Its cross section can
e calculated quantum mechanically. In honor of
ord Rayleigh, who discovered molecular scattering,
e call it Rayleigh scattering.11 The spectrum of

scattered light for a collection of low-density atoms in
equilibrium at temperature T is Doppler broadened.
Inasmuch as atoms do not rotate or vibrate, there can
be no sidebands in the scattering spectrum. Al-
though debatable, calling such a single Doppler-
broadened line the Rayleigh spectrum at least causes
no confusion. However, a molecule in its electronic
ground state rotates and vibrates. These motions
lead to inelastic scattering and yield a characteristic
scattering spectrum. For diatomic molecules, such
as nitrogen and oxygen, the spectrum of the inelas-
tically scattered light appears orderly but with com-
plex sidebands. Late Nobel Laureate, Art
Schawlow, in his many delightful lectures called a
diatomic molecule “a molecule with one atom too
many.”

A typical nonresonant light-scattering spectrum
from a collection of monodisperse diatomic molecules
at temperature T is schematically displayed in wave
number in Fig. 1 by use of nitrogen molecules at 275
K as an example. The excitation ~incident! wave-
length is taken to be 532 nm ~or 18,797 cm21!. To
understand the structure of this spectrum, we first
model the diatomic molecule as a rigid rotor. As
such, there are two independent parts in the polar-
izability, isotropic part ~or trace! a and anisotropic
part g whose squares are, respectively, proportional
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to cross sections of polarized ~or coherent! and depo-
larized ~or incoherent! scattering. Polarized scatter-
ng, such as that from atoms, is not affected by

olecular rotation. Scattering by molecular anisot-
opy, affected by rotational motion of the molecule,
an be separated into three branches in the frequency
pectrum, the unshifted Q~DJ 5 0! branch, and the
hifted O~DJ 5 22! and S~DJ 5 2! branches, where J
enotes the rotational quantum number of the mol-
cule. The O and S branches consist, respectively, of
lueshifted and redshifted sidebands that correspond
o anti-Stokes and Stokes pure rotational Raman
cattering. For clarity in this paper I stress that the
entral Cabannes line consists of the polarized scat-
ering and the unshifted ~or Q branch of ! depolarized
cattering, whereas rotational Raman scattering re-
ers to the O- and S-branch sidebands of the depolar-

ized scattering only.
The relative strengths ~probabilities! between the

three branches of the depolarized scattering, depend-
ing on the rotational quantum number of the initial
state J, are given by Placzek and Teller factors12 or
probabilities13 such as

PO~ J3 J 2 2! 5 3J~ J 2 1!y2~2J 2 1!~2J

1 1!3 3y8 for the O branch,

PQ~ J3 J! 5 J~ J 1 1!y~2J 2 1!~2J

1 3!3 1y4 for the Q branch,

PS~ J3 J 1 2! 5 3~ J 1 1!~ J 1 2!y2~2J 1 1!~2J

1 3!3 3y8 for the S branch.
(1)

These probabilities are plotted in Fig. 2. Note
hat the sum of the three branches ~PO 1 PQ 1 PS! for

a given J value is unity as expected. In the classical
limit ~J . 30! the probabilities of the O~J!, Q~J!, and
S~J! branches are, respectively, 3y8, 1y4, and 3y8,
regardless of J values. Because the relative popu-
lation of the initial rotational state depends on spin
and statistics, the strength of the branches of the

Fig. 1. Rayleigh and Raman spectra of N2 at 275 K. At this
temperature the vibrational anti-Stokes intensity is negligible.
20
depolarized scattering including rotational Raman
lines is temperature dependent. The population of
the initial state with a given value of nuclear spin I
and rotational quantum number J is given by

P~ J, v! 5 ~2I 1 1!~2J 1 1!

3 exp@BeJ~ J 1 1!y~0.6952T!#yZ~T!, (2)

here

Z~T! 5 (
I,J

~2I 1 1!~2J 1 1!

3 exp@2BeJ~ J 1 1!y~0.6952T!#

is the partition function with rotational energy Erot 5
BeJ~J 1 1!, with Be 5 1.998 cm21 ~1.438 cm21! for N2
~O2!. The association of J values for a particular
molecular nuclear spin I is determined by the Pauli
xclusion principle and the fact that the ground elec-
ronic wave function for N2 ~1¥g1! and O2 ~3¥g2! are,

respectively, even and odd with respect to the inter-
change of nuclei. The fact that nuclear spins are 1
and 0 for N and O atoms, respectively, gives rise to
molecular nuclear spins of I 5 0, 1, and 2 for nitrogen
and I 5 0 for oxygen molecules. Inasmuch as these
diatomic molecules consist of two identical nuclei
with integral nuclear spin ~1 for N and 0 for O! and

ith inversion symmetry, their total wave function
nd vibrational wave function must be even with
espect to the interchange of nuclei. For N2 with an

even ground-state electronic wave function, the prod-
uct of nuclear spin and rotational wave functions
must then be even with respect to the interchange of
nuclei. Therefore, for nitrogen, the even J goes with
I 5 0,2 ~deg 5 6! and the odd J goes with I 5 1 ~deg 5
!; the spectral lines with even J are twice as intense.
or O2 with an odd ground-state electronic wave

function the product of nuclear spin and rotational
wave functions must then be odd. Since I 5 0 ~deg 5
! is the only possibility for oxygen, only rotations
ith odd J are allowed. Although the relative

trengths of the rotational Raman scattering among

Fig. 2. Placzek and Teller factors, showing the probability of O-,
Q-, and S-branch transitions of rotational Raman scattering as a
function of the rotational quantum number J.
September 2001 y Vol. 40, No. 27 y APPLIED OPTICS 4877
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O~J!, Q~J!, and S~J! branches should be weighted by
the product of P~J, v! in Eq. ~2! and the Placzek and
Teller factors in Eq. ~1!, the existence of the rotational
degeneracy factor ~2J 1 1! in Eq. ~2! diminishes the
effect of the J dependence in the Placzek and Teller
factor ~Fig. 2!, lending credence to the classical limit
values of O~J! 5 3y8, Q~J! 5 1y4, and S~J! 5 3y8.
With this in mind the probability for the Q branch in
the depolarized scattering spectrum of air is 0.25.
Inasmuch as the atmosphere consists of 79% nitrogen
and 21% oxygen, the normalized ~to unity! relative
intensities for the three branches of the depolarized
~pure rotational! scattering spectrum can be as plot-
ted in Fig. 3.

A real diatomic molecule vibrates symmetrically
with respect to its center of mass. Its associated
vibrational–rotational motions scatter light, giving
rise to Stokes and anti-Stokes rotational–vibrational
sidebands, each consisting of O, Q, and S branches as
shown in Fig. 1. Similar to pure rotational Raman
scattering, there are polarized and depolarized scat-
terings with numerical values of isotropic and aniso-
tropic polarizabilities, av Þ a and gv Þ g. The
relative strengths between the Q branch and the O
and S branches of the depolarized vibrational Raman
scattering are, however, the same as those in the pure
rotational Raman scattering given by Eq. ~1!; in the
classical limit they are 1y4, 3y8, and 3y8, respec-
tively. The lines in the Stokes and anti-Stokes ro-
tational sidebands for the Stokes vibrational
sideband are temperature dependent, Eq. ~2!; they
are shown in Fig. 1 for nitrogen molecules at 275 K.
At this temperature the intensity of the anti-Stokes
vibrational sidebands is too weak to be seen.

To this point we have assumed that the center of
mass of a molecule is fixed in space, and only the
relative strength of each scattering line resulting
from rotational and vibrational motions has been dis-
cussed. In practice, each scattering line by itself is a

Fig. 3. Pure rotational Raman-scattering spectrum of air includ-
ing the unshifted component. Note that, owing to the Pauli ex-
clusion principle, the intensity for even J values is a factor of 2
higher than that for odd J values in N2 and only odd J values are
llowed for O2. See text for explanation.
878 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 40, No. 27 y 20 September 2001
frequency spectrum, which to a good approximation
can be represented by a broadened ~temperature- and
pressure-broadened! spectral line shape. Such a
line-shape function for the Cabannes scattering,
termed incorrectly the Rayleigh–Brillouin spectrum
in the bulk of the literature, shall be called here the
Cabannes spectrum in honor of Cabannes’s discovery
of the central peak in the Rayleigh-scattering spec-
trum. The temperature and the pressure depen-
dence of the Cabannes spectrum can be calculated by
the kinetic theory, such as in Tinti et al.14; a normal-
ized Cabannes spectrum at 532 nm for the atmo-
sphere at 275 K and 0.75 atm is shown in Fig. 4. In
the presence of wind the center of this spectrum is
Doppler shifted by an amount that depends on wind
velocity and scattering direction. In backscattering
the Doppler shift is twice the negative of the line-of-
sight wind velocity divided by the scattering wave-
length, i.e., Dn 5 22VRyl.

3. Backscattering Cross Sections of Major Species in
the Atmosphere

Along with polarized scattering the differential cross
section of the unshifted component and the sum of
shifted sidebands of the depolarized scattering can be
related in a straightforward manner in terms of po-
larizability by consideration of radiation from an in-
duced electric dipole moment, as in Appendix A.

For diatomic molecules, such as oxygen and nitro-
gen, there are only two independent polarizability
tensor elements, isotropic ~or trace! polarizability a
nd antisotropic polarizability g. For an incident
eam with frequency n, linearly polarized, the back-
ard differential cross sections for both parallel and
erpendicular components, ds1

RydV and ds2
RydV,

are in Appendix A. This gives rise to a total
Rayleigh-backscattering differential cross section
when both polarization components are received and
summed:

sp
R 5 ds1

R~p, py2!ydV 1 ds2
R~p, py2!ydV

5 ~np2ynsls
4!~a2 1 7g2y45! 5 sp

P 1 sp
DP, (3)

here the two terms in the last expression are, re-
pectively, due to polarized and depolarized backscat-

Fig. 4. Doppler-broadened spectrum of the Cabannes line.
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Table 1. Rayleigh Cross Sections and Derived Anisotropy and Depolarization Ratios at 532 nm
tering. Note that there are two components in the
depolarized scattering: the unshifted ~Q branch!
and the frequency shifted ~O and S branches! with
25% and 75% strengths, respectively, in the classical
limit. In the spirit of this paper the unshifted depo-
larized scattering and the dominant polarized scat-
tering together give rise to the Cabannes scattering,
and the shifted ~depolarized! scattering is the well-

nown pure rotational Raman scattering. Their dif-
erential backscattering cross sections are

sp
C 5 sp

P 1 0.25 sp
DP 5 ~np2ynsls

4!~a2 1 7g2y180!

5 sp
P~1 1 7RAy180!,

sp
RR 5 0.75 sp

DP 5 ~np2ynsls
4!~21g2y180!

5 sp
P~21RAy180!, (4)

espectively, where relative anisotropy and polarized
nd depolarized differential cross sections are RA 5

~gya!2, sp
P 5 ~np2ynsls

4!a2, and sp
DP 5 ~7y45!

p
PRA, respectively.
In lidar measurements it is often of interest to

compare the backscatter Rayleigh differential cross
section sp

R with that of the averaged ~over all direc-
ions! differential cross section sT

R, which is derived
in Appendix A as

sp
R 5 sp

C 1 sp
RR 5 sp

P 1 sp
DP 5 sp

P~1 1 7RAy45!,

sT
R 5 ~np2ynsls

4!~2y3!~a2 1 10g2y45!

5 ~2y3!sp
P~1 1 10RAy45!. (5)

hus the total Rayleigh extinction cross section, in-
egrated over all directions, expressed in terms of
elative anisotropy RA 5 ~gya!2 is

sR 5 4psT
R 5 ~np2ynsls

4!~8py3!a2FK

5 ~8py3!sp
PFK; FK 5 1 1 ~2y9! RA, (6)

where FK is the King correction factor.15 Equation
~6! shows clearly that a diatomic molecule with an-
isotropy scatters more by a factor FK owing to inco-
herent scattering over that owing to polarized
~coherent! scattering. It is well known that the iso-
ropic polarizability can be related to refractive index
and molecular density N of the atmosphere by not-

ng that ~n 2 1! 5 0.5aN for dilute gas and that the
coherent part of the scattering cross section scs

R can
be determined from knowledge of n and N by

scs
R 5 ~np2ynsls

4!~8py3!a2 5 32p3~n 2 1!2y~3N 2l4!,
(7)

Molecule
~Refs.!

Cabannes
~m2ysr! ~310232!

Rotational
Raman

~m2ysr! ~310233!
Ray

~m2ysr!

N2 ~15, 17! 6.02 1.08 6
O2 ~15, 17! 4.92 2.65 5
Air ~15, 17! 5.96 1.52 6
Air ~19! 5.9 1.5 6
20
where the incident wavelength l and the scattered
wavelength ls are basically the same for Rayleigh
scattering. At STP, N 5 2.69 3 1025 m23, Lo-
chmidt’s number. When Eq. ~6! is used, the rela-
ive anisotropy, the King correction factor, and
epolarization ratio d are related as shown in Appen-
ix A:

RA 5 4.5~FK 2 1!, d 5 3RAy~45 1 4RA!. (8)

In principle, the polarizability tensor elements a
and g can be calculated from quantum theory16 and
scattering cross sections can then be estimated.
Based on Placzek polarization theory,12 Inaba7 has
listed the estimates of differential cross sections of
Cabannes, pure rotational Raman, and Rayleigh
scattering for nitrogen and oxygen molecules at 337.1
nm. The theoretical values listed differ by ;50%
from the measured ones. For this reason we use the
experimental values for sp

R from Shardanand and
Rao,17 scaled to 532 nm, as compiled by Miles and
Nosenchuck,18 as shown in Table 1, where the values
for RA are taken from Bridge and Buckingham.16

By use of Eqs. ~6! and ~8!, the Rayleigh extinction
ross section can be computed for air ~21% O2 and

79% N2!.
Bates19 published the Rayleigh-scattering cross

section and effective King correction factor for air
including contributions from minor species between
0.2 and 1 mm from available experimental and theo-

Fig. 5. Total Rayleigh-scattering cross section ~in 10229 m2, solid
curve! and the associated King correction factor ~dotted curve! as a
function of wavelength. They are from Bates19 and plotted here.
The wavelengths of particular interest to lidar operation are
marked.

232!

Rayleigh
Ext.

~m2! ~310231!
King

Factor Anis RA

Depolarization
Ratio

5.31 1.034 0.154 0.0101
4.80 1.104 0.470 0.0301
5.37 1.049 0.221 0.0145
5.1 1.049 0.221 0.0145
leigh
~310

.13

.19

.11

.0
September 2001 y Vol. 40, No. 27 y APPLIED OPTICS 4879
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4

retical results. By use of Table 1 I plotted them here
as Fig. 5. Reading from Fig. 5 at 532 nm, the second-
harmonic wavelength of a YAG laser, we obtain a
Rayleigh extinction cross section of 5.1 3 10231 m2

and the King correction factor of FK 5 1.049 as given
n Table 1. Note that the values given by Bates are
n excellent agreement with those compiled by Mile
nd Nosenchuck,18 ignoring minor species contribu-

tions. Note that the third-harmonic wavelength of a
YAG laser, 355 nm, is also a popular wavelength for
lidar application. Although the cross section at 355
nm is more than five times larger than that at 532
nm, according to Fig. 5, most Rayleigh lidar employs
532 nm for temperature measurements. This is due
to the interference filters being inferior and more
absorptive and the aerosol in the atmosphere atten-
uating more light at 355 nm.

A real diatomic molecule vibrates symmetrically
with respect to its center of mass. Scattering by the
associated rotational–vibrational motions gives rise
to Stokes and anti-Stokes rotational–vibrational
sidebands, each consisting of O, Q, and S branches as
Fig. 1 suggests. Placzek polarization theory can also
be used to estimate the three branches of the
rotational–vibrational Raman scattering cross sec-
tion for the v 5 0 to v 5 1 transitions excited at 377.1
nm; the result is in Table 5.2 of Inaba7 in terms of
pure vibrational ~Q-branch! and rotational–
vibrational ~O-branch and S-branch! differential
cross sections and their sums. These results, which
are in reasonably good agreement with the measured
values,7,20 are reproduced and scaled to 532 nm in
Table 2. Although a vibrational Raman cross sec-
tion is weaker than a Rayleigh cross section by 3
orders of magnitude, their frequency dependence is
the same and is proportional to nns

3. The Rayleigh-
nd Raman-scattering cross sections at 532 nm listed
n Tables 1 and 2 are used for discussion and merit
valuation of various nonresonant scattering lidars
n Section 4.

4. Cabannes Versus Rayleigh Scattering and
Backscatter Ratio

As discussed above where Eq. ~3! is expressed in
~np2ynsls

4!, the polarized Rayleigh-backscattering
differential cross section is a2. The corresponding
depolarized scattering is ~7y45!g2. To a good ap-

Molecule
~Excitation Wavelength! ~nm!

Pure Vibrational
dsQydV ~m2ysr!

N2 ~377.1! 2.90 3 10234

O2 ~377.1! 3.30 3 10234

Air ~377.1! 3.00 3 10234

N2 ~532.0! 4.05 3 10235

O2 ~532.0! 4.83 3 10235

Air ~532.0! 4.21 3 10235

av 5 0 to v 5 1; 2331 and 1556 cm21 for N2 and O2, respective
bAdapted from Inaba.7
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proximation the relative strengths among the O~J!,
Q~J!, and S~J! branches of depolarized scattering are
independent of J and are, respectively, 3y8, 1y4, and
3y8. Normalized to the total depolarized backscat-
tering differential cross section of the pure rotational
Raman scattering, ~np2ynsls

4! ~7y45!g2, the Q-branch
cross section of the depolarized scattering is 0.25.
Therefore, in ~np2ynsls

4!, the total unshifted differen-
ial cross section is a2 1 ~0.25!~7y45!g2 and the

shifted differential cross section is ~0.75!~7y45!g2.
Including the trace scattering, the total unshifted
backscattering is 29.47 in the same unit. The un-
shifted differential cross section amounts to 97.5% of
the total strength based on ~gya!2 5 0.22; the shifted
pure rotational Raman scattering amounts to 2.5%.

An important quantity in lidar measurement of
aerosol and cloud is determination of the backscatter
ratio R defined as the ratio of the total backscattering
coefficient @aerosol ba~z! plus molecular bm~z!# to that
due to Rayleigh ~molecular! scattering bm~z! as

R 5 @ba~z! 1 bm~z!#ybm~z! 5 1 1 @ba~z!ybm~z!#, (9)

where bm~z! 5 n~z!sp
R with sp

R and n~z! as, respec-
tively, the differential Rayleigh-backscattering cross
section and molecular density at altitude z. In the
lidar literature whether the shifted rotational Raman
scattering and ~vibrational! Raman scattering are in-
cluded in the definition of molecular scattering is
often not specified. By use of the definition of the
backscatter ratio in Eq. ~9!, vibrational Raman scat-
tering, which is negligible anyway, can be excluded.
Depending on the bandwidth of a lidar receiver, the
shifted pure rotational Raman scattering signal can
or might not be included in the measurement of the
backscatter ratio. The difference between the use of
Cabannes- and Rayleigh-backscattering cross sec-
tions in the backscatter ratio calculation can lead to a
potential error in the determined backscatter ratio by
2.5%. Ironically, the HSRL, which is capable of
measuring the aerosol-mixing ratio directly and ac-
curately detects only Cabannes scattering, thus over-
estimates the backscatter ratio by the said amount.
Because this fact is known, the error can be corrected
easily.

2 2

Rotational–Vibrational
dsO1SydV ~m2ysr!

Total
Vibrational–Raman
dssumydV ~m2ysr!

5.50 3 10235 3.45 3 10234

1.30 3 10234 4.60 3 10234

7.10 3 10235 3.71 3 10234

7.67 3 10236 4.81 3 10235

1.90 3 10235 6.73 3 10235

1.01 3 10235 5.22 3 10235
ly.
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Table 3. Relative Signal Strength and Bandwidth Comparison between Different Scattering Lidar for Atmospheric Parameter Measurements
5. Bandwidth and Signal-Strength Comparisons
among Scattering Lidars

Using the results in Sections 3 and 4, we can compare
the merits of various types of scattering lidar in terms
of their bandwidths and signal strengths.

From Tables 1 and 2 the differential cross sections
for Rayleigh, Cabannes, shifted rotational Raman,
and total vibrational Raman scattering, excited at
532 nm, are 6.0 3 10232, 5.9 3 10232, 1.5 3 10233,
nd 5.2 3 10235 m2ysr, respectively. Assuming a

comparable loss owing to receiving optics, we can
estimate the relative signal from these cross sections
for Rayleigh lidar, HSRL, RRL, and vibrational Ra-
man lidar ~VRL!, respectively. Relative to Rayleigh
scattering, the approximate cross sections of Ca-
bannes, shifted rotational Raman scattering, and vi-
brational Raman scattering are 1, 0.025, and 0.001,
respectively. An additional factor of 5 from Ca-
bannes and shifted rotational Raman cross sections
are applied in Table 3 to reduce the signal strength in
HSRL and RRL, because the signals used to retrieve
atmospheric parameters in these cases are the ratio
of lidar returns in two receiving channels, and, in
addition, narrow-band filters ~atomic vapor filters21

for HSRL and interference filters for RRL! are used in
the receiver, further reducing the scattered light.
With the presence of aerosol and clouds as in Mie and

Backscatter Lidar

Measured
Parameters

~Method!

Relative
Signal

Strengtha

Mie Aerosol and cloud .1

Aerosol wind Wind
~HET or FPI!

.1

Rayleigh Temperature
~Inversion!

1

HSRL Temperature
~AVF; Ratio!

0.2

HSRL Aerosol and wind
~AVF; Ratio!

0.4

Rotational Raman Temperature
~IF; Ratio!

0.005

Vibrational Raman Backscatter
Extinction

0.001

Vibrational Raman Temperature
~Inversion!

0.001

Molecular Wind Wind and
temperature

~Double FPI!

0.1

aSee text for the definitions of HET, FPI, AVF, IF, and FSR.
20
aerosol-wind lidars, the relative signal strength could
be much greater than unity.

Also listed in Table 3 is the receiver bandwidth ~in
gigahertz or in nanometers at l 5 532 nm! typically
used in each lidar. Since the Rayleigh-scattering
spectrum is the sum of the Cabannes line and shifted
pure rotational Raman lines, its total bandwidth is
;200 cm21 ~;5 nm!. In the absence of aerosol ~Mie!
scattering the receiver bandwidth of a Rayleigh lidar
at night is thus ;5 nm when an interference filter
with ;5 or 10 nm FWHM is used. Because the
strength of the shifted rotational Raman scattering is
;2.5% of the strength of the Cabannes line, one could
use a 10-GHz receiver bandwidth without losing
much signal for daytime detection; in practice a
custom-designed and fabricated interference filter
~IF! of 0.1-nm ~or 100-GHz! bandwidth can be used.
By the same token the receiver bandwidth for Mie
and VRLs can be typically 5 and 0.1 nm, respectively,
for night and day operation. Because in both lidars
near-elastic aerosol scattering ~in the case of Mie li-
dar! and the Q branch of vibrational Raman scatter-
ing ~in the case of VRL!, respectively, dominate the
lidar return, a narrower receiver bandwidth should
be employed in the daytime to reject sky background.
Inasmuch as a broader bandwidth is necessary for
temperature measurements with rotational Raman

eceiver
ndwidtha

ght ~Day! Comments

m
0 GHz!

Bandwidth for night ~day! detection

Hz, FSR Filter bandwidth ~resolution!, ;0.1 GHz
Frequency stability, 1 ms21y4 MHz

m
0 GHz!

Must be aerosol free
Bandwidth for night ~day! detection

GHz Frequency stability, 0.6 Ky2 MHz
Good aerosol rejection

GHz Frequency stability, 1 ms21y4 MHz

m Filter bandwidth, ;1 nm,
Frequency and filter stability, 10 GHz
Filter optical density .6 at laser wavelength
Daytime operation difficult

m
0 GHz!

No broader than 5 nm at night

m
0 GHz!

Bandwidth for night ~day! detection
Problematic with extinction gradient

GHz, FSR Problematic with aerosol
Filter bandwidth ~resolution!, ;1 GHz
Frequency stability, 1 ms21y4 MHz
R
Ba
Ni

5 n
~10

1 G

5 n
~10

10

10

5 n

3 n
~50

5 n
~10

10
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lidar, daytime operation is difficult. On the other
hand, temperature measurements with HSRL de-
pend on the Cabannes line, and aerosol- and
molecular-wind measurements depend on Mie and
Cabannes lines, respectively. Using direct detection
with either a Fabry–Perot interferometer ~FPI! or an
atomic vapor filter ~AVF! require an ultranarrow-
band ~;10-GHz! receiver system suitable for daytime
detection. The price is in the stability of both the
transmitter frequency and the receiver filter. In the
case of wind measurements the common wisdom is to
use 1.064 mm with either coherent heterodyne ~HET!
or direct detection for aerosol-based and 355 nm with
direct detection for molecular-based line-of-sight
wind measurements to take advantage of strong
aerosol scattering at a longer wavelength and strong
Cabannes ~molecular! scattering at a shorter wave-
length. For direct detection, depending on wave-
length, FPIs with a different free spectral range
~FSR! are used as frequency discriminators. When
both aerosol and molecular scatterings are impor-
tant, it could be advantageous to use 532 nm with an
atomic vapor filter for frequency discrimination. Al-
though different wavelengths can be used for temper-
ature and wind measurements, it suffices to estimate
the required frequency stabilities based on 532 nm as
in Table 3.

Note that the detectability of the lidar signal and
the measurability of an individual atmospheric pa-
rameter depend on the signal-to-noise ratio.22 How-
ever, the detection noise is not discussed in detail in
this paper, except to point out that with photon count-
ing the dominating noise consists of photon noise
from the sky background and noise that is due to the
interference of an undesired signal. Photon noise is
intrinsic and its adverse effect can be reduced only by
integration ~or an increase in measurement time!.

he background noise can be reduced by the use of
arrow-band filters to match the bandwidth of the
esired signal. Only the relative signal strengths of
cattering lidars have been compared, and the band-
idth of receiving filters that differ for daytime and
ighttime lidar applications are listed in Table 3.
o reduce the interference of undesired signals, a
igh stability in transmitting laser frequency and
eceiving filters are required; the system stability
hus plays an essential role in narrow-band lidar op-
rations and is often a key to successful data acqui-
ition with HSRL and RRL. For daytime operation
he pointing stability of the transmitting beam, with
ractional millirad divergence to minimize the de-
ected sky background, is also important. A well-
ngineered lidar system that could be automated23 is

not only cost-effective in the long run but absolutely
necessary if long-term ~daytime! observation from ei-
her a ground-based or spaceborne lidar is desired.

6. Summary

A brief review of various spectral components of mo-
lecular scattering in terms of their individual scat-
tering strengths and bandwidths is presented. The
confusion in the literature with regard to the correct
882 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 40, No. 27 y 20 September 2001
name for each scattering process is revisited, decom-
posing the Rayleigh-scattering spectrum into the cen-
tral Cabannes line and pure rotational Raman
sidebands. A step-by-step simple description of var-
ious scattering cross sections and the associated King
correction factor, scattering ratios, and depolariza-
tion ratio in terms of polarizability tensor elements
and relative anisotropy of air molecules have been
presented. A clear spectral description and relation-
ships between cross sections of different scattering
components allow a systematic comparison of relative
scattering strengths and receiver bandwidths ~for
nighttime and daytime operation! between different

onresonant scattering lidars for atmospheric sens-
ng of the backscatter ratio, temperature, and wind.

systematic comparison in a specific bandwidth re-
uirement, signal strength, merits, and measure-
ent capabilities between Mie, aerosol-wind,
ayleigh, HSRL, molecular-wind, rotational Raman,
nd vibrational Raman lidars are in Table 3. The
nability to distinguish Cabannes scattering from
ayleigh scattering could result in a 2.5% error in
ackscatter ratio measurements. The strength of
he Cabannes line is relatively great compared with
aman sidebands. Using it for atmospheric temper-
ture and wind measurements, however, requires
se of an ultra-narrow-band transmitter and receiver
ystem whose stability is difficult to maintain. On
he other hand, Raman scattering is relatively weak,
nd the associated broadband spectrum renders day-
ime measurement difficult and wind measurement
mpossible. The concise tabulation provides, it is
oped, not only a systematic characterization of a
olecular-scattering spectrum but also a practical

nd useful guide for those who are interested in or
onduct research with various types of scattering li-
ar.

Appendix A: Backscattering Cross Sections and
Depolarization Ratio

The differential scattering cross section can be de-
rived in a straightforward manner by considering
dipole radiation from an induced electric dipole mo-
ment p. According to electromagnetic theory,24 the
radiated power per unit solid angle is

dPydV 5 ~cks
4y32p2eo!u~n̂ 3 p! 3 n̂u2

5 ~p2cy2eols
4!u~n̂ 3 p! 3 n̂u2, (A1)

where n̂, ns, and ls are unit vectors in scattered di-
rection, frequency, and wavelength, respectively.
For an induced dipole the polarizability tensor can be
defined as pi 5 eoaijEj, where pi and Ej are Cartesian
components of induced dipole moment and inducing
electric field, respectively, with eo and aij ~aij in cubic

eters! as vacuum permittivity and polarizability
atrix elements. The intensity of the incident in-

ucing field is I 5 ~ceoy2!uEu2.
For diatomic molecules, such as oxygen and nitro-

gen, there are only two independent polarizability
tensor elements, ai and a', which can be written in
terms of isotropic ~or trace! polarizability, a 5 ~ai 1
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2a'!y3, and anisotropic polarizability, g 5 ~ai 2 a'!.
For an incident beam with frequency n, linearly po-
larized in the x direction, the induced dipole moment
on a diatomic molecule will have projections in all
three Cartesian directions; one can calculate their
relative strengths in the classical limit by averaging
over random orientation of air molecules. As shown
in Fig. 6 the resultant differential scattering cross
section ~defined on the basis of photons! for the scat-
tered light at scattered frequency ns along the direc-
tion n̂~r,u,f!, which can be decomposed into two
independent polarizations, ê1 ~on the x–y plane and
perpendicular to n̂! and ê2 ~perpendicular to both n̂
and ê1!, is given for each component as

dsR~u, f!ydV 5 ~np2ynsls
4!@~g2y15!~ey

2 1 ez
2!

1 ~a2 1 4g2y45!ex
2#, (A2)

here the incident and the scattered frequency, n and
s, in general need not be the same. The quantities

ex, ey, and ez are the direction cosines of the scattered
electric vectors, ê1 5 ~sin f, 2cos f, 0! and ê2 5 ~2cos
u cos f, 2cos u sin f, sin u!. The differential cross
sections for the two perpendicularly polarized com-
ponents are

ds1
R~u, f!ydV 5 ~np2ynsls

4!@~g2y15!cos2f

1 ~a2 1 4g2y45!sin2 f#,

ds2
R~u, f!ydV 5 ~np2ynsls

4!

3 @~g2y15!~cos2 u sin2 f 1 sin2 u!

1 ~a2 1 4g2y45!cos2 u cos2 f#.
(A3)

A special case typically considered for laboratory ex-
periments is the case of 90° scattering with vertically
polarized input as discussed by Young.4 One can
obtain the scattering cross sections for this case from

Fig. 6. Scattering geometry. The incident beam is polarized in
the x direction and propagates along the z axis. The scattered
light propagates along n̂ with two perpendicular polarizations
long ê1 and ê2.
20
Eq. ~A3! by setting u 5 py2 and f 5 py2, yielding
results in agreement with those shown in Table 2 of
Ref. 4:

ds1
R~py2, py2!ydV 5 ~np2ynsls

4!~a2 1 4g2y45!

or vertically scattered vTv,

ds2
R~py2, py2!ydV 5 ~np2ynsls

4!~g2y15! (A4)

or horizontally scattered vTh.
Another special case of considerable importance to

lidar application is that of backscattering along z
with the incident E field along x. One can obtain the
cattering cross sections by choosing u 5 p and f 5
y2, yielding for parallel and perpendicularly polar-

zed scattering

s1,p
R 5 ds1

R~p, py2!ydV 5 ~np2ynsls
4!~a2

1 4g2y45!,

s2,p
R 5 ds2

R~p, py2!ydV 5 ~np2ynsls
4!~g2y15!,

(A5)

espectively. Ironically, the differential cross sec-
ions for these two important cases are the same.
he total Rayleigh-backscattering differential cross
ection when both components are received and
ummed is

sp
R 5 ds1

R~p, py2!ydV 1 ds2
R~p, py2!ydV

5 ~np2ynsls
4!~a2 1 7g2y45!

5 ~np2ynsls
4!$@a2 1 0.25~7g2y45!#

1 0.75~7g2y45!% 5 sp
C 1 sp

RR, (A6)

where, in the spirit of this paper, the first term is
referred to as Cabannes scattering and the second
term as rotational Raman scattering ~the shifted
branches!. To separate polarized scattering from
depolarized scattering, we define their differential
cross sections as

sp
P ; dsP~p, py2!ydV 5 ~np2ynsls

4!a2,

sp
DP ; dsDP~p, py2!ydV 5 ~np2ynsls

4!~7g2y45!,
(A7)

espectively.
In lidar measurements it is often of interest to

ompare the backscatter differential cross sec-
ions, s1,p

R, s2,p
R, and sp

R with the averaged differ-
ntial cross section ~over all directions! sT

R, which
can be calculated by noting that

^cos2 f& 5 ~1y4p!* cos2 fdV 5 ^sin2 f& 5 0.5,

^cos2 u& 5 1y3, ^sin2 u& 5 2y3,

^cos2 u sin2 f& 5 ^cos2 u cos2 f& 5 1y6,
September 2001 y Vol. 40, No. 27 y APPLIED OPTICS 4883
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4. A. T. Young, “Rayleigh scattering,” Phys. Today 42–48 ~Janu-
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as

sT
R 5 ~1y4p!* @ds1

R~u, f!ydV 1 ds2
R~u, f!ydV#dV

5 ~np2ynsls
4!~2y3!~a2 1 10g2y45!. (A8)

hus the total Rayleigh ~extinction!-scattering cross
ection, integrated over a 4p solid angle, expressed in
erms of relative anisotropy RA 5 ~gya!2 and the King

correction factor FK is

sR 5 4psT
R 5 ~np2ynsls

4!~8py3!a2~1 1 10RAy45!

5 ~np2ynsls
4!~8py3!a2FK, (A8)

where FK 5 1 1 ~2y9!RA. The ratios of the back-
catter differential cross sections to the averaged dif-
erential cross section can be given as respective q
actors:

q1
R~p! ; s1,p

RysT
R

5 ~1.5!~a2 1 4g2y45!y~a2 1 10g2y45!,

q2
R~p! ; s2,p

RysT
R 5 ~1.5!~g2y15!y~a2 1 10g2y45!,

qR~p! ; q1
R~p! 1 q2

R~p!

5 ~1.5!@1 2 ~g2y15!y~a2 1 10g2y45!#, (A9)

and the depolarization ratio as

d ; s2,p
Rys1,p

R 5 ~g2y15!y~a2 1 4g2y45!

5 3RAy~45 1 4RA!. (A10)
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